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GENERAL INFORMTION

The Loveridge
Virginia, was
Northern West
subsidiary of

No. 22 mine, located near Fairview, Marion County, West
opened in 1956. It is operated by the Fairmont Operation of the
Virginia Region of Consolidation Coal Company, which is a
Conoeo, IDe. J of Stamford, Connecticut.

The principal corporate officers of the Northern West Virginia Region of
Consolidation Coal Company at the time of the accident were:
Northern West Virginia Region

Darrell Auch
Charles E. Bane

Senior vice President of Mining
Safety Director

The principal management officials of the Fairmont Operation of the Northern
West Virginia Region of Consolidation Coal Company and the Loveridge No. 22
mine at the time of the accident were:

Fairmont Operation

Vice President

Danny Quesenberry

Loveridge No. 22

Robert E. Omear

Robert R. Johnson, Jr.
Donald E. Glover

General Superintendent
Preparation Plant Superintendent
Safety Supervisor

Industrial Resources, Inc., a subsidiary of Industrial Contracting of
Fairmont, lnc., employees 70 persons and is involved in engineering and design
of mine structures. The principal corporate officers of Industrial Resources,
Inc., at the time of the accident were:
Industrial Resources, Iuc.

Donald Hoylman
Steven Hoylman
David R. Kovach

Pre s ident

Vice President
Vice President of Operations

The Loveridge No. 22 mine is opened by one slope and nine airshafts into the
Pittsburgh coalbed which averages 84 inches in thickness. A total of 405
persons are employed at the mine, 349 underground and 56 on the surface.
Production from the mine averages just over 13,000 tons per day on three
coal-producing shifts,S days a week.
Coal that is produced at the Loveridge No. 22 mine is transported to the
surface via a slope conveyor belt. It is then dumped onto the tripper belt
which in tUrn distributes the coal into the raw coal storage bin where the

accident occurred. Here, a series of 26 vibratory feeders are available to
provide desired coal flow to the preparation plant. When coal leaves the raw
coal storage bin, it is transported by conveyor belt to the top of the
preparation plant. From this point, the coal goes through a series of primary
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COMMENTARY

EVENTS LEADING UP TO ACCIDENT

On Wednesday, February 5, 1986, James D. Watson, afternoon shift foreman for
the preparation plant, began his shift at 2:30 p.m. At the start of the
shift, he gave the employees instructions on their work assignments. Mike
Begunich, mechanic, was assigned the duties of plant operator. Begunich was
responaible for operating and controlling the vibrating feeders which draw
coal from the raw coal storage bin and deliver it by belts to the plant for
processing. The plant operated during the shift until around 9:30 p.m. when
the clean coal silos were filled to capacity. During the shift, coal was
drawn through the numbers is, 16, 17 and 18 feeders.
Sometime between the start of the shift and 5 :30 p.m., Watson found damaged
rails in the tripper belt structure located above the raw coal storage bin.
He made this examination from the overhead catwalk. Watson placed the
overhead belt tripper on manual and positioned it above the four feeders which

were being operated.
Watson went below the raw coal storage bin to make an examination of the
feeders sometime between 6:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. He determined which feeders
had either coal or rock in it. He also viewed the coal pile from along the
storage bin without going onto the pile. Feeders number is through 18
continued to operate until 9:30 p.m.
Watson then gave instructions to John W. Jeffries J afternoon shift hoist
operator J to make a roadway onto the coai pile before it got dark using the
D-8 Caterpiilar dozer. This was necessary because the overhead belt tripper
was dumping from a stationary position. The dozer would have to be used in
order to get the coal spread out over the entire bin. Watson also asked
Jeffries if he would stay over until at least midnight to push coal. Jeffries
operated the dozer crossing the bin along the north edge (low numbered
feeders) and then started pushing the coal to make a roadway along the west
side (even numbered feeders). He also pushed coal into the area of the number
26 feeder to replenish the coal supply there. For about an hour or so,
Jeffries pushed the coal along both sides of the bin to make roadways. He did
not pass directly over the feeders during these operations. Jeffries then

went back to working on supplies.
Watson contacted Robert R. Johnson, Jr.. superintendent of the preparation
plant, at home and informed him of the damaged rails on the tripper belt
structure. Watson told Johnson he had moved the tripper away from the damaged
area and did not think the damage was serious.
Between 9:00 and 9:30 p.m., the coal processing in the preparation plant was
terminated when the clean coal silos became filled to capacity. At this time
all of the feeders were turned off and no more coal was drawn fram the raw
coal storage bin. Approximately 7,000 tons of raw coal had been drawn from
the bin on the afternoon shift using the numbers 15 through 18 feeders. The
overhead belt tripper continued to dump coal onto the raw coal bin over the
area of the same four feeders.
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and secondary screens i crushers, distribution tables and centrifical dryers
until the maximum amount of refuse is removed. The refuse is transported to
the refuse bin located near the slope entrance. The cleaned coal is
transported via conveyor belt to one of the two clean coal storage silos.
Coal is then loaded into railroad cars from the silos. When the silos are
full, the preparation plant is not run. Normally, the preparation plant
processes between 6,000 and 7,000 tons of coal per operating shift.

Communications throughout the preparation plant are provided by Gai-Tronics,
Corp. pagers. Communication with the mobile equipment used around the
preparation plant is provided by Motorola two-way radios. The base unit for
these radios is in the preparation plant control room located on the seventh

floor.
The last Health and Safety inspection of the entire mine was completed on
December 30, 1985. The mine is in a 103(i) 5-day Spot inspection status due
to high methane liberation.
Of the five persons receiving fatal injuries in this accident, three were
employees of Consolidation Coal Company and two were employees of Industrial
Resources, Inc. None of the victims worked at the Loveridge No. 22 mine. All
of the victims were at the raw coal storage bin to examine damage to a tripper
belt structure. Background information on the victims is as follows:

Joseph E. Dunn was a Senior Design Manager from Consol' s Central
Engineering Department in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He was 50
years old' and had been with Consolidation Coal Company for 9 months.
Joseph W. Leonard, IV was an Assistant Preparation Engineer for
Consol's Northern West Virginia Regional Engineering Department
in Morgantown, West Virginia. He was 29 years old and had been
with Consolidation Coal Company for just over 7 years.
Roger B. Alke was a Supervisor of Design and Construction for
Consol's Northern West Virginia Regional Engineering Department
in Morgantown, West Virginia. He was 36 years old and had been
with Consolidation Coal Company for 8 years and 7 months.
Ronald E. Bell was a Project Engineer for Industrial Resources i
Inc., of Fairmont, West Virginia. He was 39 years old and had
been with Industrial Resources, Inc., for 17-1/2 years.

David R. Kovach was the Vice President of Operations for Industrial
Resources, Inc., of Fairmont, West Virginia. He was 41 years old
and had been with Industrial Resources, Inc., for 15-1/2 years.
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Robert K. Riley, dayshift plant foreman, arrived around 5:40 a.m. He was
informed by Simmons of the condition of the structure. Riley and Johnson
discussed the belt structure problem and decided to go up on the raw coal
storage pile to examine the damage. They went onto the coal pile at around
6:00 a.m. to make this assessment. At this time the plant was not operating,
no feeders were running, and the coal was piled to within 3 to 6 feet of the
overhead belt structure with a high point in the area of the number 15 feeder.
Coal was still being dumped into the bin. Neither Johnson nor Riley made any
examination of the feeders from under the bin before going onto the coal pile.
They spent about 20 minutes on the pile making their examination and
determined that the damage was serious. Johnson went to call Roger Alke,
Supervisor of Design and Construction for the Northern West Virginia Region of
Consolidation Coal Company, at his home and asked him to come to the mine to
assess the problem.
Sometime between 6:30 and 6:45 a.m., they began loading the train and at that
time, Simmons was in the operator IS control room with Morrison. Simmons gave
Morrison instructions to start up the plant when the light went out on the
control panel, indicating that the clean coal silo was able to take in coal.
He did not specifically tell Morrison which feeders to run or not to run.

After 50 to 100 tons of clean coal were loaded out of the silo and into the
train,. a problem occurred at the load out. Simmons instructed Morrison to
draw off 800 tons per hour of raw coal until the silo refilled or until the
train started loading again. Simmons only observed Morrison start the number
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 feeders. While Simmons was in the control room, Riley
contacted Morrison and told him to take coal from both ends of the bin, but to
take more from the low numbered feeders because that was where the coal was
being dumped. Morrison asked Simmons why he was given those instructions.
Simmons told him that if Riley gave him those instructions then he should
follow them. Then Simmons left the control room.

Robert Omear, General Superintendent of Loveridge mine, arrived at around 7: 05
a.m. He was met in his office by Johnson who discussed the damage to the
structure. Johnson indicated that they might have to idle the plant Friday to
make repairs. Omear called Danny Quesenberry, Vice President of Fairmont
Operat ions, Consolidat ion Coal Company, to inform him of the problem. Johnson
left Omear and went back to the preparation plant where he found Roger Alke in
the plant office. Johnson traveled with Alke and Riley onto the raw coal
storage pile to survey the damage. At that time some feeders were running,
but there was no noticeable change in the height of the coal pile. The three
men returned to the preparation plant office and Alke called Joe Leonard,
Assistant Preparation Plant Engineer for the Northern West Virginia Region of
Consolidation Coal Company, and informed him of the problem. Leonard
indicated he would contact Industrial Resources, Inc.
Between 8:30 and 9:00 a.m., Omear went to the raw coal storage bin. He met
with Johnson and Alke on the coal pile. No feeders were believed to be
running in the area of the damaged structure. The pile was about 8 feet below
the structure in this area. After being there for 10 to 15 minutes, Omear
left the pile. As Omear was leaving, Richard Reiger, Technical Assistant,
Fairmont Operations, Consolidation Coal Company, arrived on site and went to
the storage pile. After approximately 10 minutes, Johnson, Alke and Reiger
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After 9: 30 p.m. Jeffries reentered the bin area on the dozer and began to push
the coal from the dumping area towards the south end of the bin (high numbered
feeders). In doing this, the dozer passed directly over the feeders. Around
9:40 p.m. Ronald Deem, maintenance foreman, arrived at the plant to begin his
shift. Shortly thereafter, Kent Simmons, night shift plant foreman, started
his shift. Both men were advised by Watson of the damage to the overhead belt
structure and that the tripper had been manually positioned.

Around 11:00 p.m. Simmons and Deem went to the bin to assess the damage to the
overhead structure. They observed the dozer being operated by Jeffries in the
bin. Simmons instructed Jeffries to stock pile coal as high as he could from
where the coal was being dumped to the far end of the bin (high numbered
feeders) and under the damaged area. He wanted the coal piled high so they
could work on the structure from on top of the pile. Simmons and Deem then
went up into the head house and out onto the catwalk above the raw coal
storage bin to examine the damage to the structure. They moved the belt
tripper 10 to 15 feet back toward the low numbered feeders, away from the
damaged area.

Before Watson left, he observed Jeffries pushing coal towards the numbers 3
and 4 feeders and saw that the coal was still being dumped into the bin. He
left the mine at approximately 11:30 p.m.
Sometime between II :30 and 11 :45 p.m. Simmons and Deem went down under the bin
to make an examination of the feeders. Simmons checked the odd numbered
feeders while Deem examined the even numbered feeders. Nothing unusual was
encountered, except that Simmons did find that the number 21 feeder was

blocked by rock.
After completing the examination of the feeders J the midnight crew was given
their assignments. Since the clean coal silos were fUllJ no coal could be
drawn from the bin until the next train arrived for loading. Maurice
MorrisonJ midnight shift plant operatorJ was assigned to work with the
mechanic doing repair work on the diester tables and installing belt skirting.
Jeffries continued operating the dozer in the bin. He passed directly over
the number 17 feeder numerous times that night.

At approximately 2:00 a.m., Deem observed that the raw coal storage pile from
the number 20 feeder to the number 26 feeder was stacked to just under the
structure and that the dozer was continuing to push coal to that end of the
bin. Jeffries operated the dozer until around 4:00 a.m. at which time the
dozer broke down. By that time he had pushed coal to within 2-3 feet of the
overhead structure from where the tripper was located to the number 26 feeder.
A little before 5 :00 a .m. Johnson arrived at the mine. He spoke to Deem at
the clean coal silo. Deem suggested Johnson take a look at the damage to the
overhead belt structure because he believed the damage was more serious than
originally reported.

Sometime between 5:00 and 5:30 a.m. Simmons went back up on the overhead belt
structure and relocated the tripper to the north end of the bin. The train
had arrived sometime after 5:00 a.m. and the crew checked the train in
preparation of loading. At about 5 :30 a.m. Simmons also spoke to Johnson
about the damage to the tripper structure.
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from the number 17 feeder. The bodies continued to be recovered from feeder
number 17 until the fifth victim was recovered at 12:07 p.m. As the victims
were taken out of the feeder, each was given cardiovascular pulmonary
resuscitation by the emergency medical technicians who had arrived at the
Bcene. No vital signs were detected from any of the victims.
It was decided to continue to operate feeders 15 and 16, 17 and 18, and 21 and
22 to assure that no other persons had been involved in the accident (feeders
19 and 20 had been disabled for the past year). At approximately 3: 30 p.m.,
the bin in the area of these feeders was empty and no additional victims were

found.
ACTIVITIES OF MSHA PERSONNEL

At 11:OS a.m., February 6, 1986, Frank Bowers, Coal Mine Inspector, was
underground at the Flat Run Portal of Loveridge No. 22 mine when he was
notified of an accident on the surface by Brad Swinger, Assistant Mine foreman.
When he arrived outside, Bowers notified the Fairmont field office. James
Satterfield, Supervisory Coal Mine Safety and Health Inspector, the
Subdistrict and District offices in Morgantown, West Virginia, were contacted.

The first MSHA employees to arrive at the accident site were Edwin Fetty and
Spencer Shriver, Coal Mine Inspectors. A 103(k) Order was issued by Fetty to
assure the safety of any persons in the area of the raw coal storage bin.
Over the course of the next hour, several MSHA personnel arrived and assisted
in the recovery operations. Preliminary information was gathered and
arrangements were made to begin the investigation into the cause of the
accident at 9:00 a.m., Friday, February 7, 1986.

INVESTIGATION

On the day of the accident, MSHA participants organized an investigation team
and assembled near the mine site. The investigation was conducted jointly
with the West Virginia Department of Energy Officials and employees of
Consolidation Coal Company and Industrial Resources, Iuc., along with
officials of the United Mine Workers of America. A list of persons who
participated in the investigation is in Appendix B.

The on-site investigation was started on February 7, 1986. Visual
examinations were made of the raw coal storage bin, overhead belt tripper
structure, draw-off tunnel J and the preparation plant control room.
Photographs were taken of areas as necessary.
On February 7 and 8, 1986, representatives of MSHA interviewed persons having
knowledge of the conditions prior to the accident, details of the accident
and/or recovery operations. Each person being interviewed was sworn in prior
to giving statements. Officials and employees of Consolidation Coal Company
and Loveridge No. 22 mine along with an official of Industrial Resources,
Inc., provided information voluntarily. The names of these persons are in

Appendix C. Handwritten notes of the statements were made and used in the
assembly of this report.
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joined Omar at the plant office to decide what repairs had to be made to the
tripper belt structure. Johnson contacted Morrison and told him not to take
coal from the middle of the raw coal bin. After going to the storage bin to
look at the damage, Joe Leonard joined the discussion at the plant office. It
was decided that Leonard would supervise the repair work.

At approximately 9:30 a.m., Omar and Reiger left the meeting to go
underground. As they were leaving, Joseph Dunn, Senior Design Manager, and
Gary Dadisman, Senior Contract Administrator, both for Consolidation Coal
Company, arrived on site and joined the discussion concerning the damaged
structure. Their visit to the mine was not related to the structure damage;
however, Dunn offered suggestions concerning the proposed repairs. Sometime
near the end of their discussion, David Kovach, Vice President, and Ronald
Bell, Project Engineer, both for Industrial Resources, Inc., arrived at the
plant. It was decided the group, which now consisted of seven persons, would
go to the raw coal storage bin and inspect the damaged tripper belt structure.

THE ACCIDENT

At approximately II :00 a.m., the men approached the storage bin from the north

end. Johnson instructed them to travel along the edge of the bin until
reaching the center before going onto the storage pile. He also informed them
that the feeders were running on both ends of the storage bin. The men
traveled onto the storage pile in the vicinity of the number 17 feeder and
surveyed the damage. Johnson and Dadisman ascended to the highest point on
the pile, approximately 15 feet from the other five men, towards the number 15
feeder. Gary Dadisman turned and witnessed three of the five men disappear
rapidly into a 4 to 6 foot diameter hole. The hole quickly filled, leaving a
cone shaped crater 10 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep. When Johnson turned
toward the accident area he observed a depression where the five men had been

standing.
THE RECOVERY

Johnson led the way off the pile and stopped at a phone while Dadisman ran to
the office to get help. Johnson gave Morrison instructions to shut down the
plant and to get shovels and ropes to start digging for the men. Morrison
shut down the plant and began gathering men to begin the recovery. Riley made
a call to the emergency squads for assistance and gathered his crew to assist
in the recovery. Johnson tied off Riley and two other workmen to the overhead
framework and had them descend into the crater with shovels in an attempt to
free the men. Some workmen were sent under the bin to start shoveling out the
feeders. Johnson checked all the feeders and found them all to be full.
Omear arrived from underground and discussed with Johnson the possibility of
running the feeders since no progress was being made by shoveling. It was
decided that the only way the men could be recovered would be to run the
feeders. Morrison and Riley went to the preparation plant control room whi Ie
all men were removed from on top of the pile. Feeders number 21 and 22 were
started first. Shortly thereafter, it was decided to run 17 and 18. Within 4
to 5 minutes, at 11:40 a.m., the body of David Kovach appeared in the opening
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until 6:45 a.m. They also examined the damage to the tripper belt structure
and moved the tripper 10 to 15 feet back toward the low numbered feeders.
Normal procedures for examining the raw coal storage bin for cavit ies includes
an examination of the feeder chutes for coal. If the chutes contain coal then
it is assumed that no cavity exists. If a feeder chute is empty, then an

examination of the raw coal above that feeder is made. When there is no
opening through the coal pile to an empty feeder, a cavity is assumed to
exi st.

6. During the course of the Wednesday afternoon shift, the clean coal silos
were filled. The hoist operator, Jeffries, was instructed to operate the
Caterpillar D-8 bulldozer in the raw coal storage bin. He was told to push
the coal so that it was piled very close to the overhead tripper belt
structure. Jeffries proceeded to build the coal pile so that it was within 2
to 3 feet of the tripper belt structure over most of the southern half of the
storage area (between the number 13 feeder and the number 26 feeder). The
tripper belt filled the northern end of .the storage bin with coal from the
mine during the afternoon and night shifts.

7. Simmons was in the control room with Morrison at the time the preparation
plant was started. Simmons stated he gave no specific instructions to
Morrison concerning the start up procedures, however, he did tell him to start
the preparation plant when the light on the control panel for the clean coal
silos went out. This light gives him an indication that coal was being loaded
into the railroad cars. Simmons stated approximately 50 to 100 tons were
loaded from the clean coal silos when a problem developed at the load-out. He
indicated that he was still in the control room when Riley contacted Morrison
and gave instructions to run those feeders closest to the slate bin but stated
that he only heard Morrison i s half of the conversation. He observed Morrison
starting feeders 3 through 8 and instructed him to run the feeders at 800 tons
per hour until he filled the clean coal silo or the train was being loaded.
As far as he knew, no other feeders were run. Simmons then left the control

room.
8. Riley stated that under normal conditions, the plant operator would start
all feeders underneath the raw coal bin. He stated he believed that Simmons
had instructed Morrison to remove coal from the north end of the raw coal bin
using only the low numbered feeders. He later stated that he was not sure
Morrison was given those instructions so he (Riley) issued instructions to
Morrison over the telephone to operate four feeders on each side of the bin.
9. Deem stated that he was at the loadout when he heard Riley issue
instructions over the telephone for Morrison to run the low numbered feeders.
Deem was at the loadout between 6:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. (except for a short
period of time around 8:00 a.m.) because of the trouble during the clean coal

loading operations.
10. At approximately 7:00 a.m., Johnson went to the mine office to talk to
Omear about the damage to the tripper belt structure. He then returned to the
preparation plant. He, Riley and Alke went up on the raw coal storage pile to
inspect the damage. Johnson said that when he returned to the office he
called and instructed the plant operator not to load out of the middle feeders.
The plant operator acknowledged that he understood the instructions.
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DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION

This section is offered to support the findings of fact and conclusion. It is
intended to show alternative rationale which may support possible and probable
cause 5 .
1. The raw coal storage bin at the Loveridge No. 22 mine is a concrete
structure 225 feet long by 90 feet wide by 30 feet deep built over a series of
26 vibratory feeders. Approximately 20 feet of the structure height is above
ground. The outer walls of the bin are vertical for the uppermost 10 feet;
then they slope toward the center of the bin for the next 20 feet. The bottom
of the storage area is roughly 195 feet long by 30 feet wide. Rated capacity
of the bin is around 15,000 tons. (See Sketch)

2. Start up of the preparation plant is a three phase procedure controlled by
the plant operator. Pushing the automatic start button once energizes eleven
groups of circuits controlling several conveyor belts) dryers, pumps, etc.
Pushing the automatic start button a second time energizes nine more groups of
circuits including additional pumps, conveyor belts, distribution tables,
screens, etc. When the automatic start button is pushed for the third time,
the last three groups of circuits are energized. Among other equipment, these
three circuits supply power to the conveyor belt under the raw coal storage
bin and the feeders. The feeders are controlled by manually activating them
in pairs. The plant operator can operate the feeders in any combination and
is given the flexibility to use them as needed to provide a uniform rate of
coal flow to the preparation plant and to maintain the raw coal storage pile
relatively even in height.
3. The feeders under the storage bin can only be controlled from the
preparation plant control room. Each pair of feeders has a push button for
activation, a rheostat for control of the degree of vibration, and an
indicator light showing which pairs of feeders are in use. These indicator
lights are located in the upper left hand corner of the control panel. Due to
their small size and location, these lights are not easily observable while at
the control panel. Also, the plant operator must leave the control room and
walk approximately 50 feet to a window to observe the raw coal storage area or
anyone working in this area.

4. The last time any feeders had been run under the raw coal storage bin
prior to the day of the accident was the previous afternoon shift on
Wednesday, February 5. During this shift, the No. 15, 16, 17 and 18 feeders
were utilized to supply coal to the preparation plant. An examination of the
feeder area was made and no problems found. Examination of the storage bin
area revealed the damage to tripper structure. During this examination the
overhead tripper was manually located in a stationary position dumping coal
directly over these feeders. The preparation plant, feeders and tripper helt
operated in this manner for most of the afternoon shift, and processed
approximately 7,000 tons of coal. The flow rate from the four feeders was
approximately 1,100 tons per hour while the feeders were operating.
5. At approximately 11 :30 p.m. Wednesday night, the night plant foreman and
maintenance foreman examined the raw coal storage area including the feeders.
No cavities were detected at that time and feeders were not operated again
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approximately 15 to 30 feet. The group had not been on the coal pile for much
over 5 minutes when the accident occurred. Dadisman looked in the direction
of the group just in time to see the last three men drop out of sight. From
the way they disappeared, it looked like they had gone deep into the coal pile.
The hole they had fallen through looked to be 4 to 6 feet in diameter. The
coal surrounding this hole fell in behind the victims creating an inverted
cone approximately 10 feet in diameter and 3 feet deep. Johnson observed the
expression on Dadisman's face and when he turned all he saw was the inverted

cone where the victims had been standing.
16. During the investigation, tests were conducted on the feeder controls to
determine if all were working properly. Representatives of MSHA, the UMWA and
Consol participated in these tests. The results of the tests indicated no
problems with the feeder controls that could have been a factor relative to
the accident.
17. Between 8:00 a.m. on Tuesday, February 4 and 7:00 a.m. on Thursday,
February 6 when the dayshift normally started, the temperature in the
Fairmont, West Virginia area did not drop below 42 degrees fahrenheit. The
temperature gradually dropped after 7:00 a.m., Thursday, until it had reached
38 degrees fahrenheit at 10:00 a.m. These temperature ranges indicate that it
is unlikely that the coal in the raw coal storage bin had been frozen at any
time during this fifty hour period.

18. During recovery of the victims bodies through the number 17 feeder a small
section of sheet metal was observed slightly blocking the upper opening to the
feeder chute. An examination of the number 17 feeder approximately one month
later revealed that the sheet metal had worked downward blocking a larger
portion of the feeder chute opening. This piece of sheet metal was removed
from the raw coal storage bin on Friday, March 7. It measured 57 inches by 35
inches by 1/4 inch. No one at the Loveridge No. 22 mine was aware of the
sheet metal being in the bin prior to the accident, or how long it had been

there.
19. The Loveridge No. 22 mine has an MSHA approved training plan in accordance
with 30 CFR Part 48. Included in this training plan are provisions addressing
hazard training required by 30 CFR 48.31 for specific short-term personnel who
come onto mine property. It had been documented that one of the victims had
received this required hazard training but the date he received the training
could not be determined. Although hazard training must be completed before a
person is allowed to commnce work duties, the hazards discussed in the
company's training plan did not specifically address the hazards associated

with working on or around coal surge areas.
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ll. Morrison started the preparation plant at approximately 6 :45 a .m. He
stated that Riley initially instructed him to remove coal from the storage bin
using the feeders on the north side adjacent to the slate bin. Morrison said
he started feeders numbered 3 through 12 which are located on the north side
of the storage bin and then Riley called him back and instructed him to remove
coal from the other side of the bin. Morrison stopped feeders numbered 9
through 12 and started feeders numbered 21 through 24 and 26. He stated it
was not a very long time span until he was instructed to make the change.
Morrison also said that Johnson instructed him not to run coal from the middle
of the bin.

12. The coal in the storage bin was piled to within a few feet of the overhead
tripper belt structure before the Thursday day shift started. Jeffries stated
that he had built the coal pile to this height over the southern half of the
bin. This procedure had been utilized in the past to make repairs to the
structure. When the plant was started at 6:45 a.m., Simmons observed that the
coal pile was up to the structure on the northern end as well. Based on
Dadisman i s observations while on the coal pile J the area over the number 15
feeder was still close to the tripper belt structure. However, the area where
the victims went into the coal pile was about eight feet below the structure.
Omear had B-tated that when he was on the coal pile, in the accident area, he
could not reach the overhead structure.

13. The preparation plant maintains a flow chart that records the flow of raw
coal into the plant. This chart indicates when and how much raw coal goes
into the plant. Coal flow was started around 6:45 a.m. on the morning of the
accident. It was run at approximately BOO tons per hour for about 5 minutes,
then increased to 1,060 TPH until around 7:07 a.m. At this point, the flow
was reduced to 800 TPH briefly, then increased to 1,080 TPH. Coal flow
remained at this rate until 7 :25 a.m. when all coal flow was stopped. Coal
flow was resumed at 7 :30 a.m. at 1,060 TPH but again was stopped after just 15
minutes. When coal flow was again started at 7:55 a.m., the rate of flow was
approximately 1,lOO TPH. Coal flow remained at or near this rate until the
accident occurred. During this first hour of operation there were many
adjustments of the feeders due mainly to problems at the clean coal load out
facilities. (See coal flow chart, Appendix F.)
14. On the morning of the accident, mine management met to discuss the damage
to the tripper belt structure and decided to have Industrial Resources, Inc.,
a contractor who had worked on the structure before, make the necessary
repairs. Industrial was contacted and sent Kovach and Bell to Loveridge No.
22 mine at around 9:00 a.m. Several trips had been made onto the raw coal
storage pile by Consol personnel before Kovach and Bell arrived. Following a
short meeting after the Industrial personnel arrived, a group of seven men
(the five victims, Dadisman and Johnson) went onto the raw coal storage pile.
15. Gary Dadisman, who had come to the Loveridge No. 22 mine with Joseph Dunn,
learned of the damage to the tripper belt structure the morning of the
accident. During the meeting in the preparation plant office that morning) he
and Dunn decided they would accompany the others when they examined the damage
area. Because Dadisman was unfamiliar with the bin area, he travelled with
Johnson. The group of seven men walked onto the coal pile along the edge of
the bin. Upon reaching the center of the bin, Dadisman and Johnson ascended
to the highest point of the pile, separated from the five victims by
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B. The day shift foreman initially instructed him to remove coal from the
north end of the bin using the low numbered feeders. Later, he instructed him
to draw coal from both ends.
C. The preparation plant superintendent instructed him not to load out
of the middle feeders.
The night shift foreman observed feeders 3 through 8 started before he left
the control room. The operator started feeders 3 through 12. Shortly
thereafter he shut down feeders 9 through 12 and started 21 through 24 and 26.

7. On at least three different instances on the morning of the accident,
Consolidation Coal Company officials walked onto the coal pile to inspect the
damage to the tripper belt structure. Four different officials (some more
than once) made the assessments. At least two of the visits were made after

some feeders were operat ing.
8. During the investigation, tests were conducted on the feeder controls to
determine if all were working properly. When each feeder control button was
activated, the corresponding set of feeders was energized.
9. Tests were conducted on a sample of raw coal taken from the Loveridge No.
22 mine slope belt. The results of the test indicate that the angle of repose
of the loose raw coal is 35 degrees j however, the draw off angle of the same
uncompacted material is approximately 65 degrees. The draw angle of compated
material is near vertical. A report of the testing procedures and the
findings of these tests is located in Appendix G. A typical cross sectional
view of uncompacted coal pile after draw off is in Appendix D.

CONTRIBUTORY VIOLATION

One of the conditions/practices in the findings contributed to the accident
and constituted a violation of the provisions of 30 CFR Part 77. Persons were
permitted to walk on the raw coal surge pile without adequate safeguards to
assure that there were no hazards from the reclaiming operations. This is a
violation of 30 CFR 77.209.
Copies of the citation and orders are in Appendix H.
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FINDINGS OF FACT

1. The last time any feeders had been run under the raw coal storage bin
prior to the day of the accident was the previous afternoon shift on
Wednesday, February 5. During that shift, the Nos. 15, 16, 17 and 18 feeders
were used to supply raw coal to the preparation plant. An examination of the
area (including the feeders) was made and no problems were found other than
the damage to the overhead tripper structure. The overhead tripper was
manually located and operated from a stationary position dumping coal over
these four feeders for most of the afternoon shift. Near the end of the
shift. the clean coal silos became filled causing coal draw-off and
preparation to stop. During the midnight shift, no feeders were operated and
no coal processed until approximately 6:45 a.m. on the day of the accident.
2. The caterpillar D-8 bulldozer was operated in the raw coal storage bin
between 9:30 p.m. and 4:00 a.m. The operator built the coal pile so that it
was within a few feet of the structure over the southern half of the bin. In
so doing, the bulldozer ran over the number 17 feeder many times during the
course of the night. The tripper was used to fill the northern half of the

bin.
3. The group of seven men had been on the pile approximately 5 minutes when
the accident occurred. The five victims disappeared into a hole 4 to 6 feet
in diameter and apparently went deep into the pile. The surface of the coal
was approximately 60 feet above the elevation of the feeders. When other
recovery efforts proved to be futile, feeders were run to recover the victims.
and it took approximately 5 minutes for the first victim to appear in the
chute after the number 17 feeder was activated. Each feeder discharges
approximately four tons per minute.

4. Initially, feeders number 21 and 22 were started. Shortly thereafter, it
was decided to run numbers 17 and 18. All five bodies were recovered from
feeder number 17 between 11:40 a.m. and 12:07 p.m. Feeders number 19 and 20
were inoperative and had been for approximately one year. Feeder number 21
had been blocked with rock for some time prior to the accident.
5. Normal start-up procedures of the preparation plant includes energizing
certain sets of circuits, the last of which include the conveyor belt under
the raw coal storage bin. After this is done the feeders are controlled by
manually activating them in pairs. The feeders can only be controlled from
the plant control room. The plant operator can operate the feeders in any
combination. Under normal conditions, the plant operator would start all
operable feeders under the raw coal bin and control the flow by using the
individual rheostats. There are no physical barriers preventing any of the
feeders from being operated.
6. The operator received the following instructions concerning the plant
start-up at different times from different people during the morning of the

acc ident .
A. The night shift foreman was with him in the control room and
instructed him to start the plant when the light on the control panel for the
clean coal silo went out.
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US. Department of Labor

Data Sheet
APPENDIX A

Mine Safety and Health Administration

Section A-Victim Data
1. Name

2. Sex
o Female

rï Mal.

Roger B. Alke
4. Age

3. Social Seurity Numbe

5. Job Classification

Supv. Design & Construction

36

6. Experience at this Classification

510-50-3420

Consolidation Coal Company
Northern WV Regional Engineering Department
Morgantown, WV
7. Total Mining Experience

8 years 7 months

8 years 7 months

8. What activity was being performed at time of accident?

Standing on raw coal pile to
observe structural deficiencies

9. Victim's Experience at this Activity

Intermittent

10. Was victim trained in this task?

No

Section 8 Victim Data for Health and Safety Courses/Training Received (rel.red to accident)
11.

Date Reciwd

12.

13.

14.

Section C-Supervisor Data (supervisor of victim)

15. Name

16. Certified
o Ves

N/A
17. Experience as Supervisor

o No

18. Total Mining Experience

Section D-Supervisor Data for Health and Safety Courses/Training Receive (re/arad to acident)
19.

N/A
20.

21.
.

22.

23. When was the supervisor last present at accident scne prior to the
accident?

24. What did he do when he was there?

25. When was he last in COntact with the victim?

26. Did he issue instructions relative to the accident?

27. Was he aware of or did he expres an awarenes of any unsafe practice or condition?

MSHA Form 2000-58. June 83 (Revised)

Date Received

~

U.S. Department of Labor

Data Sheet

Mine Safety and Health Administration

APPENDIX A
Section A-Victim Date

Joseph W. Leonard. IV
4. Age

29

3. Social Security Number

2. Sex

1. Name

cr Mal.

5. Job Classification

Assistant Prep. Plant

234-92-9222

o Female

Consolidation Coal Company
Northern WV Regional Engineering De)

Engineer Morgantown. WV

e. Experience at this Classification

7 year 1 month
8. What activity was being performed at time of accident?

Walking on raw coal pile to
observe structural deficiencies

7. Total Mining Experience

8 years 2 months
9. Victim's Experience at this Activity

Intermittent

10. Was victim traÎned in this tak?

No
Date Recived

Section a-Victim Data for Health and Safety Courses/Training Received (rsJatfd to accident)
11.

12.

13. .
14.

Section C-Supervisor Data (supervisor of victim)

15. Name

N/A
17. Experience as Supervisor

16. Certified

Dyes

o No

18. Total Mining Experience

Section O-Supervisor Data for Health and Safety CourseslTraining Received (related to acident)
19.

N/A
20.

21.

22.

23. When was the supervisor last present at accident scene prior to the
accident?

24. What did he do when he was there?

25. When was he last in Contact with the victim?

26. Did he issue instructions relative to the accident?

27. Was he aware of or did he expres an awarenes of any unsafe practice or condition?

MSHA Form 2000-58, June 83 (Revise)

Date Received

~

u.s. Department of Labor

Data Sheet

Mine Safety and Heaith Administration

APPENDIX A
Section A-Victim Data
1. Name

il Mal.

Joseph E. Dunn

4. Age 5. Job Classification
50
6. Experience

3. Social Security Numbe

2. Sex

Senior Design Manager
at this Classification

o Female

198-26-139l

Consolidation Coal Co
Central Engineering
Pittsburgh, PA
7. Total Mining Experience

9 months 9 months

8. what activity was being performed at time of accident? 9. Victim's Experience at this Activity
Walking on raw coal pile

observing structural deficiencies Intermittent

10. Was victim trained in this task?

Yes
Date Received

Section B-Victim Data for Health and Safety CourseslTraining Røciv (røJlltød to accidsntJ
11.

12.

13.

14.

Setion C-Supervisor Data (iuperv;sor of victim)
15. Name

16. Certified

DYes

o No

N/A
17. Experience as Supervisor

18. Total Mining Experience

Section D-Superv;sor Data for Health and Safety Courses/Training Reived (related to accident)
19,

N/A
20.

21.

22.

23. When was the supervisor last present at accident scene prior to the
accident?

24. What did he do when he was there?

25. When was he last in contact with the victim?

26. Did he issue instructions relative to the accident?

27. Was he eware of or did he expres an awarenes of any unsafe prctce or condition?

MSHA Form 2())Q-58. June 83 (Revise)

Date Received

+

U.S. Department of Labo

Data Sheet

Mine Safety and Heaith Administration

APPENDIX A
Section A-Victim Data
2. Sex

1. Name

Ronald E. Bell
4. Age

3. Social Security Number

(X Male

232-72-1426

o Female

5. Job Classification

39

Proj ect .Engineer

6. Experience at this Classification

4 year s
8. What activity was being performed at time of accidet?

Walking on the raw coal pile
observing structural deficiencies

Industrial Resources
Fairmont. WV
7. Total Mining Experience

Intermittently for 17 years 7 months
with Industrial Resources
9. Victim's Experience at this Activity

Intermittent

10. Was victim trained in this task?

Yes
Date Recived

Section B-Victim Data for Health and Safety CourslTraining Received (,eIBted to accident)
11.

Hazard Training

Unknown

12.

13.

14.

Secion C-Supervisor Data (supervisor of victim)

15. Name

16. Certified

DYes

o No

N/A
17. Experience as Supervisor

18. Total Mining Experience

Section D-Supervisor Data for Health and Safety CouJSs/Training Received (relBted to accident)
19.

N/A
20.

21.

22.

23. When was the supervisor last present at accident scne prior to the
accident?

24. What did he do when he was there?

25. When was he last in contact with the victim?

26. Did he issue instructions relirive to the accident?

27. Was he aware of or did he expres an awarenes of any unsfe practice or condition?

MSHA Form 2000-58, June 83 (Revise)

Date Received

~

U.S. Department of Labor

Data Sheet

Mine Safety and Health Administration

APPENDIX A
Section A-Victim Data
2. Sex

1. Name

IX Mal.

David R. Kovach
4. Age

41

3. Social Security Numbe

233-64-7172

o Female

5. Job Classification

Industrial Resources
Fairmont, WV

Vice President of Operations

6. Experience at this Classification

7 months

7. Total Mining Experience

Intermittently for 15 years 5 months
with Industrial Resources

8. What activity was being performed at time of accident? 9. Victim's Experience at this Activity

10. Was victim trained in this task?

Walking on the raw coal pile

Yes

observing structural deficiencies Intermittent
Section B-Victim Data for Health and Safety CoursslTraining Received (relBted to accident)

Date Received

11.

June 7, 1985

Annual Refresher Training
12.

13.

14.

Section C-Supervisor Data (supervisor of victim)
15. Name

N/A
17. Experience as Supervisor

16. Certified

DYes

o No

18. Total Mining Experience

Section D-Supervisor Data for Health and Safety CoursslTraining Received (related to accident)
19.

N/A
20.

21.

22.

23. When was the supervisor tast present at accident scene prior to the
accident?

24. What did he do when he was there?

25. When was he tast in contact with the victim?

26. Did he issue instructions relative to the accident?

27. Was he aware of or did he expres an awarenes of any unsafe practice or condition?

MSHA Form 2000.58. June 83 (Revised)

Date Received

APPENDIX B - PERSONS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE INVESTIGATION

Consolidation Coal Company

Sr. V.P.-Mining - NW Operations
Vice President - Fairmont Operations
Vice President - Safety
Asst. to V. P. of Safety
Safety Director - Corporate
Regional Manager of Safety
Technical Asst. - Fairmont Operations

Darrel Auch
Danny J. Quesenberry
Ron Wooten
L. o. Patts
J. D. Shaffer
Charles E. Bane
Richard R. Rieger

C. H. Trickett

Corporate Safety Inspector

Ray Henderson

Regional Manager - Eng. & Environmental

William O. Stanhouse
Mark Miller
Alan Landers
Samuel P. Skeen
Gary Dadisman
Bob Omear
Don Glover

Coordinator - Community Relations
Supervisor IE&R

Affairs
Corporate Inspector

Robert R. Johnson, Jr.
Robert K. Riley
Kent A. Simmons
James D. Watson
Ronald Deem

Legal Counsel - NWV Region
Senior Contract Administrator
General Superintendent
Safety Supervisor
Preparation Plant Superintendent
Shift Foreman
Shift Foreman
Shift Foreman
Maintenance Foreman

United Mine Workers of America

Terry Osborne
Gary Asher
William E. Hamrick

James Amons

Vernon O. Hayes, Jr.
Roy A. Williams
Ted Tuttle
Maurice S. Morrison
John W. Jeffries

International Safety Representative
International Safety Representative
International Safety Representative
Local 9909 Safety Committee, Chairman
Local 9909 Safety Committee
Local 9909 Safety Commit tee
Local 9909 Safety Committee
Plant Operator
Hoist Operator

West Virginia Department of Energy

Walter N. Miller

Inspector-At-Large

Carl Kinty

Asst. Inspector-At-Large

Roger Hiwkle

Inspector
Inspector

B. R. Powell
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Industrial Resources

Vice President

Donald Hoylman

Mine Safety and Health Administration
Timothy J. Thompson
Roger W. Uhazie
Joseph S. Tortorea
A. Keith Watson
Stephen J. Stock
Edwin Wayne Fetty
Terry L. Palmer

Mine Safety and Health Specialist
Supervisory CMS&H Inspector

Mining Engineer
Civil Engineer

Mining Engineer
CMS&H Inspector (Electrical)
CMS&H Inspector

APPENDIX C - PERSONS WHO PROVIDED SWORN

STATEMTS DURING THE INVESTIGATION

Robert E. Omear

General Superintendent

Robert R. Johnson, Jr.

Preparation Plant Superintendent

Robert K. Riley

Shift Foreman

Kent A. Simmons

Sh if t Foreman

James D. Watson

Shift Foreman

Ronald Deem

Maintenance Foreman

Gary L. Dadisman

Senior Contract Administrator

Maurice S. Morrison

Plant Operator

John W. Jeffries

Hoist Operator

Donald Hoylman

President ~ Industrial Resources, ruc.
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APPENDIX 0
SECTIONAL VIEW SHOWING
UNCOMPACTED COAL PILE

AFTER DRAWOFF

eo

v

ROGER B. ALKE
Employee of Consolidation Coal Company
Northern Vest Virginia Engineering Department

APPENDIX E

Section I (Coal Only)

MSÃ~ ~d/or State Certification and/or Qualification

Mine 10 46 01433

Date Training Date Training

Date Training

Received Received

Plan Approved March 13. 1984
Loveridge No. 22

c:oust (Sampling)

*r:certified
Person
(Underground)

(:oust (Calibration)

*Ocertified
(Surface) Person

DNoise
* cmImpoundments 1/82

· Methane & Oxygen
CJoeficiency Testing

* DHoisting Engineer

* DElectrical
*OEnergized
Surface
High Voltage
* Anual Betraining Required
Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)

MSHA Traiing Program Completed
Date of Hire

6/1/77

Required Training

(Victi)

Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training D Required Training

Received (Victim)

Date Trainir
Received

DNew Miner (U.B.)

DHazard Training (U.G.)

DNew Miner (Sur.)

c: Hazard Training (Sur.)

DNewly
Employed
Experienced
(U.G.)
ONewiy
Employed
Exerienced
(Sur.)

Task Training

Specify Tye:

W)Anual Refresher (U. G.) June 7. 1985

DAnual Refresher. (Sur.)
Section III
Company Training Program Completed:

Training

OJT/Formal

Instructor

!)ate
Cor .Jleted

2ection iv
DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO TilE TASK BEING PERFO~~ED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCÍDENT?

DYES I xxi NO ¡'/HEN?
BY WHOM?

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

Section V
RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OFFICE

/ /YES

/ Xy/ NO

JOSEPH W. LEONARD, IV
Employee of Consolidation Coal Company
Northern West Virginia Regional Engineering Departi
Morgantown, West Virginia

APPENDIX E

~~ction i (Coal Only)

MS~~ ~d/or State Certification and/or Qualification Mine iD 46 01433
Date Training

Date 'lraining

Date 'lraininq
Received

Plu Approved March 13, 1984

Received

Loveridge No. 22

-ClCertified
Person
(Underground)
-

DDust (Sampling)
DOust (Calibration)

*Ocertified
(Surface) Person

DNoise

'" Methane & Oxygen
~oeficiency Testing

* DIioundments

2/85

* DHoisting Engineer

* DElectrical
*OEnergized
Surface
High Voltage
* Anual Betraining Required
Section iI (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)

MSHA Training Program Copleted
Elate of Hire 1-15-79

Required Training

(Victi)

Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training r: Required Training

Received (Victim)

Date Traini:
Received

DNew Miner (U.B.)

DHazard Training lU.G.)

DNew Miner (Sur.)

o Hazard Training (Sur.)

DNewly
Employed
Experienced
(U. G. )
,-Newly Employed

i-Experienced (Sur.)

DAnual Refresher (U.G.)
I:Anual Refresher (Sur.)

Task Training
9-26-80

Specify Tye:

Section IIi

Company Training Progr am Completed:

Training

OJT/Formal

Instructor

"ate
Cor .Jleted

Section iv
DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED 'ro THE TASK BEING PERFORHED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCÍDENT?

DYES
BY WHOM?

I xxi NO \omEN?

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

Section V
RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OFFICE

DYES

c; NO

DAVID R. KOVACH
Employee of Industrial Re,ources Inc.
Fairmont, West Virginia

APPEND ix E

~ction I (Coal Only)

MSii.!i ~d/or State Certification and/or Qualification
Date Training
Date Training

Mine ID 46 01433

Training
Received Date
Received

Plan Approved March 13. 1984
Loveridge No. 22

*OCertified
Per~
(Underground)

c:Dust (Sampling)

r:Dust (Calibration)

DNoise

*Ocertified
(Surface) Person

* Methane' Oxygen

* DImpoundments

DDeficiency Testing

* DHoisting Engineer

* DElectrical
*OEnergized
Surface
High Voltage
* Anual Betraining Required
Section II (Metal-Non-metal an Coal)

MSHA Training Program Coleted
Date of Hire August 1970

Required Training

(Victi)

Date Training Plan Approved

Date Training t: Required Training

Received (Victim)

DNew Miner (U.B.)

Date Trainir
Received

DHazard Training (U.G.)
DHazard Training (Sur.)

DNew Miner (Sur.)
ONewly
Emloyed
Experienced
(U.G.)
ONewiy
Emloyed
Experienced
(Sur.)

Task Training

Specify Tye:

DAnual Refresher (U.G.)
DAnual Refresher (Sur.)
Section III
Company Training Program Completed:

Training

OJT lFormal

Instructor

l)a te
Cor- )leted

!ection iv
DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED 'ro TJiE TASK BEING PERFORNED

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

DYES I xY/ NO ¡omEN?
BY WHOM?

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

Section V

RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OFFICE

/ / YES

/ xy NO

RONALD E. BELL
Employee of Industrial Resources Inc.
Fairmont, West Virginia

APPENDIX E

Section I (Coal Only)

MSli~ ~d/or State Certification and/or Qualification

Date Training

Mine 10 46 01433

Date 'fraining

Date Training

Received

Received

Plan Approved March 13, 1984
Loveridge No. 22

c:Dust (Sampling)

.CJcertified
Person
. (Underground)--

DOust (Calibration)

DNoise

.Ocertified
(Surface) Person

· Methane' Oxygen

· DImpoundrents

CJoeficiency Testing

· DHoisting Engineer

· DElectrical
*OEnergized
Surface
High Voltage
· Anual Retraining Required
Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)

MSHA Training Program Comleted
Date of Bire 6-4-68
Required Training

(Victi)

Date 'fraining Plan Approved

Date Training r: Required Training

Received (Victim)

Date Trainir
Received

DNew Miner (U.B.)

Ci Hazard Training (U. G. )

DNew Miner (Sur.)

c: Hazard Training (Sur.)

Unknown

ONewly
Employed
Experienced
(U. G. )

ONewiy
Emloyed
Experienced
(Sur.)

Task Training
Specify Type:

DAnual Refresher (U.G.)
DAnual Refresher (Sur.)
Section III
Company Training Program Completed:

Training

OJT/Fo=a1

Instructor

'late
Cor .Jleted

Section iv
DID VICTIM HAVE TRAINING SPECIFICALLY RELATED 'ro THE TASK BEING PERFORHEO

AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT?

DYES / 't NO \o1HEN?
BY WHOM?

HOW WAS TRAINING GIVEN?

Section V
RECOMMEND TRAINING PLAN EVALUATION BY EDUCATION & TRAINING OFFICE

L: YES I x: NO

JOSEPH E. DUNN
Employee of Consolidation Coal Company
Central Engineering - Pittsburgh, PA

APPENDIX E

~ction I (Coal Only)

MSK~ ind/or State Certification and/or Qualification

Date Training

Mine ID 46 01433

Date Training Date Training

Received Received

Plan Approved March 13. 1984
Loveridge No. 22

c:Dust (Sampling)

*r:certified
Person
(Underground)
-

L:Dust (Calibration)

DNoise

*Ocertified
(Surface) Person

· Methane & Oxygen

* DImpoundments

DDeficiency Testing

* L:Hoisting Engineer

* DElectrical
*OEnergized
Surface
Higb Voltage
* Anual Retraining Required
Section II (Metal-Non-metal and Coal)
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April 4, 1986

MEORAUM FOR:

TIMOTHY J. THOMPSON
Mine Safety and Health Specialist, District 2

THOUGH

KELVIN K. WU ¿l:., /' /'1-1,
Chief, Mine

Waste and Geotechnical Engineering Division

FROM

STEPHEN J. STOCK ~/¿L?fl
Mining Engineer, M~~ Waste and Geotechnical Engineering
Division

SUBJECT

Testing of Consolidation Coal Company's Loveridge No. 22,
Fairview, West Virginia, raw coal material properties
for evaluation of dozer compaction effect on coal pile

A raw coal sample of 420 pounds was collected on March 12 through 14, 1986 by
Woody Shaver, a company employee. The first sample was delivered to the Bruceton
office by Paul Moore, MSHA District 3. This sample was not enough to perform
all the material properties testing. On March 14, 1985, an additional sample
was collected at the mine by Steve Stock. Both samples were collected off the

No. 22 mine belt.
Laboratory testing was conducted to determine the following properties of the
raw coal; angle of repose, moisture content, angle of discharge, and relative

density.
The average angle of repose for the raw coal was determined to be 35 degrees.
The moisture of the raw coal sample tested was 4.17 percent.

To determine the coal's angle of discharge at various densities, a test bin was
constructed (see figure 1). A total of four tests were run on the raw coal.
Two tests were conducted on uncompacted material. The measured angles of discharge
ranged from 55 degrees to 75 degrees with an a~erage angle of discharge of 65
degrees with an average density of 53.5 lbs/ft. Then the raw coal was compacted
in uniform 6-inch lifts to simulate a dozer placing the material in uniform
lifts. Two tests were run on the compacted material. The an§le of discharge
approached 90 degrees with an average density of 59.14 lbs/ft .

The r3sults of the relative density testin§ indicated a minimum density of 54.2
lb/ft and a maximum density of 68.7 lb/ft. Relative density test results are
used to indicate the degree of compactness of a material by indicating the
loosest and densest conditions which can be obtained using standar1ized laboratory
procedures. The3relative density was determined to be 54.16 lb/ft (minimum)
and 68.67 lbs/ft (maximum).

- 2 -

Evaluation of Bulldozer Affect on Copaction
The day after the accident, the average angle into the various feeders, including
the No. 17 feeder, was approximately 65 degrees. The dozer worked the bin
material from the edges continually pushing the material into the feeders. The
laboratory testing conducted indicates that the dozer working the pile at the
time of the accident did not have an impact as far as the angle of discharge
into the feeders.

cc: J. Fredland
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Figure 1.- Laboratory Test Bin
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Angle of Discharge Testing

Trial No. i

No compaction, plain drop

Average angl ~ 650
550
750
Angle variation
o to

Density

53.5 Ibs/ft3

Angle of repse 35

Trial No, 2

No compaction, maerial odropped on bin wall and moved into place
Average angle ~ 65
Average variation 600 to 700 Density = 53.5 Ibs/ft3

Trial No. 3

Compaction, 15 Ib hammer, 1 inch drop
2 passes on 6-inch lifts Density = 60,43 Ibs/ft3
Angle = vertical

Trial No, 4

Compaction, 15 Ib hammer, 1
1 pass on 6-inch lifts

Angle = vertcal

in. drop 3
Density = 57.85 lb/ft
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